
NAPHL HOTEL REQUIREMENT AND POLICY 

 
Please be reminded that it is a requirement that all participating teams stay at NAPHL 
approved partner hotels for all players, coaches, staff and parents. The NAHL strives to 
service the NAPHL at the highest level, and our hotel requirements are part of the 
business model that enables us to do so at every event. 
 
Hotel blocks consist of doubles and kings or queens with pullouts. Please clarify your 
desired room type when making your reservation. Kings/Queens with a pullout are 
standard use in Junior Hockey and will need to be used when doubles are not available. 
If you are struggling with finding a hotel that meets any of your needs, please contact 
Shannon at ssmith@nahl.com immediately for assistance. 
 
NAPHL Policy: Requires all teams, staff, and their families stay at our approved hotel 
partners in the designated NAPHL event block. The Approved Partner Hotel List for each event 
can be found online at NAPHL.com/Events or NAT1HL.com/Events. Please choose a hotel for 
your team for each event from the corresponding list. 
 
Hotel Report Form: Once you have made the arrangements for your team, you are required to 
report where your team is staying using the NAPHL Hotel Report Form. Each event has its own 
form. The appropriate link to the form is available on the Event page. 
 
The NAPHL Hotel Form needs to be filled out for each team participating from your 
organization, even if the teams travel together and are at the same property. We need 
an accurate per team room count. 
 
Comp Rooms: Comp rooms associated with the Event Block come to the League and 
are used to house League/Event Staff, Scouts, and our officiating development program.  
If the league does not need all the comp rooms that have been earned, they will be distributed 
to member teams as evenly as possible throughout the season. 
 
There is no guarantee your team will receive comp rooms during the 2024-25 Season. 
 
Violations: Failure to comply with the NAPHL Hotel Requirement and Policy will result 
in a fine of no less than 2500.00 per occurrence. Multiple violations will result in 
additional fines, termination from the League and/or suspension from attending future 
NAHL/NAPHL Events. 
 

If you need assistance, please contact Shannon Smith at ssmith@nahl.com 

https://nat1hl.com/events/t1er-events/

